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Business Talks to 
Customers and collect 
Requirements

Business thinks of the 
required solution and 
communicates it to 
technical team who 
implement it.

Technical Team implements 
the solution based on what 
business suggests.

Is it possible for the 
customer to explain 

all the needs 
upfront????

Can all the business 
outcomes and technical 

complexities be 
understood upfront????

Does the technical team 
understood well what 
business expects????

Basic Requirements Flow



Is the Solution really delivering what the customer wanted????

Lets Take an Example ..



Basic Requirements Flow When Practising BDD

Continuous 
feedback as 
milestones are 
achieved

Business and Technical Team in Continuous discussion around the expected solution



What is BDD??

BDD which stands for Behaviour Driven Development is a set of software 
engineering practices which help to deliver faster while meeting customer 
expectations.

Benefits of BDD:

✓Reduces waste

✓Reduce costs

✓Faster releases

✓Easier and safer changes



Key Characteristics of a Team Practising BDD

✓Requirements are described as user scenarios.

✓Automated acceptance tests are validating the user scenarios.

✓Automated acceptance tests are acting as live specification and 
demonstrate the covered milestones.

✓Great collaboration between business, developers, testers and a blur line in 
the role of business analysts, developers and testers.

✓Gets continuous feedback from customers.

BDD is seen as more effective in teams practising Agile.



BDD and Requirements
Behaviour-driven development is an “outside-in” methodology. It starts
at the outside by identifying business outcomes, and then drills down
into the feature set that will achieve those outcomes. Each feature is
captured as a “story”, which defines the scope of the feature along with
its acceptance Criteria's.



Business Outcome 
a.k.a. goal
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Requirements Structure Following BDD

Product 

As a [Role]
I want [feature]
So that [goal]

Given [context]
And [more context]

When [event]
Then [outcome]

And [more outcome]



Business Goal: 
BPay file upload to make payments.

Story 1:
As a User
I should be able to validate my BPay File
So that I can fix the errors before payment

Scenario 1:
Given User is on payment- BPay File Page
When he uploads a file having BPay code error
Then error with error message “you have error in 
BPay Code” is displayed

Scenario 2:
Given User is on payment- BPay File Page
When he uploads a file having CRN code error
Then error with error message “you have error in 
CRN Code” is displayed

Story 2:
As a User
I should be able to Upload a BPay File
So that I can make payments

Scenario 1:
Given User is on payment- BPay File Page
When he clicks select file button to upload 
a csv file
Then the file is uploaded without errors.

Lets Take a Real Example….



Automated Acceptance Tests are written to verify scenarios (Acceptance 
Criteria's) 

Key characteristics of Automated Acceptance Tests:

✓Automated Acceptance Tests are written for all the requirements whether 
functional or non functional.

✓The tests follow the Given-When-Then format. 

✓They test the end to end Business Logic as it will be used in production.

✓They act as Regression Tests as well as the live Specification.

✓They prove that software is meeting customer requirements.

✓Shared test reports give confidence to the stakeholders for project 
deliveries and achieved milestones.

Automated Acceptance Tests



Test implementation 
for Acceptance 
Criteria

An Example.. 



Test implementation for Acceptance Criteria

An Example.. 



Automated Test Reporting  Acting as Live Specification  



Automated Test Reporting Acting as Live Specification  



Testers Role in a Team Practising BDD

➢To ensure Requirements are written in User’s Perspective and they 
follow the INVITE principle.

➢To work in close collaboration with BA or maybe, wear the BA cap 
yourself (depends on the team dynamics)!!!!.

➢To write Automated Acceptance Tests in BDD Format.

➢To enforce Story Kick-offs.

We are the Quality Gate Keepers. We can ensure Quality at each layer 
by helping the teams to adapt BDD!!





Contact me for further queries here:
ruchichopra.in@gmail.com

@RuchiChopraTest
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ruchi-chopra-9ba07055
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